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Abstract

This review paper intends to gather and organize a series of works which discuss the possibility of
exploiting the mechanical properties of distributed arrays of piezoelectric transducers. The concept can
be described as follows: on every structural member one can uniformly distribute an array of piezoelectric
transducers whose electric terminals are to be connected to a suitably optimized electric waveguide. If
the aim of such a modification is identified to be the suppression of mechanical vibrations then the opti-
mal electric waveguide is identified to be the ‘electric analog’ of the considered structural member. The
obtained electromechanical systems were called PEM (PiezoElectroMechanical) structures. The authors
especially focus on the role played by Lagrange methods in the design of these analog circuits and in
the study of PEM structures and we suggest some possible research developments in the conception of
new devices, in their study and in their technological application. Other potential uses of PEMs, such
as Structural Health Monitoring and Energy Harvesting, are described as well. PEM structures can be
regarded as a particular kind of smart materials, i.e. materials especially designed and engineered to
show a specific and well-defined response to external excitations: for this reason, the authors try to find
connection between PEM beams and plates and some micromorphic materials whose properties as carriers
of waves have been studied recently. Finally, this paper aims to establish some links among some concepts
which are used in different cultural groups, as smart structure, metamaterial and functional structural
modifications, showing how appropriate would be to avoid the use of different names for similar concepts.

Keywords: Piezoelectric transducers; vibration and sound radiation control; electric analog; struc-
tural health monitoring; energy harvesting.

1 General picture

The aim of this paper is simply stated: to attract the attention of the (nowadays numerous) researchers in
the field toward the use of distributed arraus of piezoelectric transducers, which has, in our opinion, plenty
of prospects for future theoretical and practical issues.
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Indeed it seems that, notwithstanding the remarkable research efforts of a rather large group of persons,
the concept of control via a distributed array of piezoelectric transducers interconnected by electric passive
waveguides (see e.g. the papers [67, 208, 1]) is not yet exploited to its full potential.

The use of piezoelectric materials is of primary relevance for theoretic and applied mechanics and wide-
spread in the literature. The piezoelectric elements are indeed powerful tools in today applied mechanics, as
they have the remarkable properties of generating an electric charge when subjected to mechanical strains
(the so called direct piezoelectric effect) and vice-versa of generating a local deformation when a charge or a
voltage is applied (the inverse piezoelectric effect). Moreover, one single transducer can be used as co-located
sensor-actuator pair, i.e. it is capable, at the same time, of measuring a quantity and acting on it (or another
one) in the same location. When an electronic circuit is connected to such a transducer, bonded to the
structure, the dynamic of the circuit influences that of the mechanical system and vice-versa.

The most recent developments of the technology of piezoelectromechanical transducers supply for the
design of smart structures for very powerful actuating devices.

Regarding vibration control using piezoelectric transducers, several strategies of have been proposed, the
main of which being:

◦ Active control circuits: the signal initially read by sensor is subsequently processed, amplified, elabo-
rated by the control circuit and then sent to the actuators.

◦ Passive and semi-passive control circuits: passive control strategies are obtained by shunting the piezo-
electric transducers with an optimized network of optimized passive components.

Each of these approaches has its advantages and drawbacks. The active control systems can be very
effective, but as a drawback they require high power electronics and, since they supply power to the mechanical
system, they can cause instability. The passive control circuits cannot supply power to the system, and so
cannot cause instability. However very often this control networks are too complex for a ‘real’ discrete passive
synthesis, or the designed nominal value of their electric components is very large. As a consequence they
need to be realized using active components, while the control law is still remaining passive. This technique,
called ‘virtual passive (or semi-passive) approach’, implements in an active manner the behavior of passive
damping systems. It is made possible by the collocated nature of the piezoelectric transducers, see [145, 204].
Besides, it is argued in [144] that the shunt damping technique can be interpreted as a multi-variable feedback
control problem, in which the impedance, or alternatively the admittance of the electrical multi-port shunt,
constitutes the feedback controller. Within the framework of semi-passive approach for structural vibration
damping, the synchronized switch damping (SSD) technique, which is based on a probabilistic description of
the piezovoltage, can also be mentioned (see e.g. [114]). A variation of this idea is the so-called self-powered
synchronized switch damping on inductor (SSDI), which relies on switching intermittently the piezoelement
on a resonant circuit ([120]); a similar idea was already introduced and studied in ([45]), and then extended
to multi-modal vibration damping ([46]).

It is now possible (see e.g. [205]) to include in piezoelectromechanical structures some Piezoelectric Trans-
ducers, namely PZT (ceramic perovskite materials that show significant piezoelectric effects) whose perfor-
mances were unparalled only few years ago ([158]): indeed the nowadays available PZTs are able to exert
forces up to a nominal value of 1000 N as a response of the application of 1000 V. Moreover the maximal
deformation which can be sustained by the aforementioned transducers without being damaged amounts to
30 µm and their resistance to fatigue and crack growth has been dramatically improved.

The actuator properties of piezoceramic transducers are essentially described by two parameters: the
blocking force FB and the free displacement, S0. When a voltage U is applied to the free (unblocked)
actuator, it reaches its maximum displacement S0. The force required to prevent any length change at all
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is called the blocking force, FB . Some characteristic values these parameters are: U from -250 to 1000, FB

'1000 N, and S0 800 µm/m [205].
However (see the corresponding subsection in the section relative to the research perspectives which we

see attainable in a close future) a lot can be still done to improve the performances of PZTs.

1.1 The concept of continuously distributed arrays of Piezo-Electric Transduc-
ers (PET)

The energy transduction between mechanical degrees of freedom and electrical degrees of freedom is a concept
which is widely used in the literature.

When considering both active and passive control two main strategies are possible: localized and dis-
tributed control. The first approach uses a control system with optimally placed piezoelectric patches [116],
connected to a circuit operating in selected frequency windows. With respect to the distributed controller
this scheme uses a smaller number of piezoelectric elements and, usually, a simpler circuit. Therefore it may
introduce a reasonable performance trade-off between the complexity of the controller and the amount of
vibrational energy transferred to (and dissipated by) the circuit.

However, less frequently it has been discussed the concept of transduction performed by an array of
uniformly distributed PZTs, which, in presence of long wavelength signals, can be modeled as a continuum.

A different approach for solving the same kind of problems considers indeed a distributed piezoelectric
network connected to a passive or semi-passive modular circuit, optimized for harvesting mechanical energy
of the plate and dissipating it into the non-conservative part of the circuit. The uniform spatial distribution
of sensors and actuators allows to have, with optimized electrical parameters, a duality between the electrical
circuit and the mechanical structure. This duality has as its consequence the superposition of the electric
and mechanic eigenfrequencies, thus allowing an optimal energy flow. This passive technique assures stability
and optimizes broadband control.

1.2 The concept of electric waveguide coupled to mechanical structural elements
via PETs

Once a structural member has been endowed by a continuous array of PETs one can expect to be allowed to
interconnect the electric terminals of each of these PETs via a suitable electr(on)ic circuitry.

The following problem naturally arises in this context: which is the optimal electric waveguide to be
connected to an array of PETs mechanically connected with a given structural member?

Of course this optimization problem needs to be precisely formulated by specifying the objective function
to be minimized.

This can be obviously done in many ways, depending on which kind of performances one wants to require
for its PEM structural member. Several answers were given in the literature as it will be discussed in the
following sections.

1.3 Applications

The potential applications of the ideas described above are, as already stated, very numerous. Among them,
Vibration and Sound Radiation Control (VSRC), Energy Harvesting (EH) and Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) are the most likely to be practically relevan in the next future.

The study of vibration control problems is today a very wide and rapidly changing research field in
continuum mechanics, and wave propagation is of course a key topic. In particular, passive control of
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vibrations employing distributed piezoelectric transducers is investigated in [72, 63, 209, 73, 176], while
active control of vibration and sound transmission is studied in [188, 162]. However, literature still lacks
extensive studies about dissipation of energy connected to wave propagation in PEMS.

Concerning EH, it should be noted that it requires a transduction mechanism to generate electrical
energy from motion and a mechanical system that couples environmental displacements to the transduction
mechanism [98, 97, 96]. The design of the mechanical system should maximise the coupling between the
kinetic energy source and the transduction mechanism, and will depend entirely upon the characteristics
of the environmental motion. The mechanical component can be attached to an inertial frame which acts
as the fixed reference. The inertial frame transmits the vibrations to a suspended inertial mass producing
a relative displacement between them. Such a system would possess a resonant frequency which can be
designed to match the characteristic frequency of the application environment. This approach magnifies the
environmental vibration amplitude by the quality factor of the resonant system. A vibrating piezoelectric
device differs from a typical electrical power source in that its internal impedance is capacitive rather than
inductive in nature, and it may be driven by mechanical motion of varying amplitude.

For several years the SHM has been one of the most interesting engineering problems and it has motivated
the research on novel technologies and realization of advanced devices. In the literature there are different
structural modifications proposed for improving (electro)mechanical systems, in terms of control and effi-
ciency. Direct inspection (e.g. acoustic and ultrasonic measurements, thermal emissions, radiography) is
most widely used: this approach requires in general a knowledge of the area where the damage is positioned
and the material properties and state fields like displacements, temperature and stress. However, it suffers
from problems such as high inspection costs, high dependence on the inspector’s experience, considerable
time length required, and great difficulty in checking inaccessible locations. The challenge in designing a
SHM system is knowing what changes to look for and how to identify them. The characteristics of damage
in a particular structure play a key role in defining the architecture of the SHM system. The resulting
changes, i.e. damage signature, will dictate the type of sensor that is required, which in turn determines the
requirements for the rest of the components in the system. The ability of monitoring the structural health
of mechanical systems is becoming increasingly important. A wide variety of effective local non-destructive
evaluation tools is available. However, damage identification based upon changes in vibration characteristics
is one of the few methods that monitor changes in the structure on a global basis.

Over the last two decades, many automated SHM techniques have been reported in the literature. Global
static response techniques, such as the static displacement measurement technique or the static strain mea-
surement technique aim for structural system identification from the static response of structures. However,
application of large loads and measuring corresponding deflections or strains (which these techniques re-
quire) is not very practical for real-life structures. The global dynamic techniques aim for similar system
identification from the dynamic response of structures. However, these techniques rely heavily on modal data
pertaining to the first few modes only. These modes, being global, are not sensitive enough to detect localized
damage, such as incipient damage in the form of cracks. A common limitation of the global techniques is that
they require a high-fidelity model of the structure to start with. They also demand intensive computation to
process the measured data. Many investigators have therefore integrated the global techniques with artificial
neural networks to non-parametrically predict the damage in an apparent attempt to minimize the a priori
information about the structure [26, 178, 99, 25]. In [71, 206, 75] the it was proposed to exploit the electric
circuits designed in piezoelectro-mechanic structures (PEMS) for optimizing vibration control also for getting
damage monitoring and progress, by means of measurements of the system response to electric impulses.

In [214], a passive stress-sensory network based on distributed piezoelectric circular plates embedded
in concrete is employed for concrete health monitoring to determine the structural state in concrete. The
structure is mechanically or acoustically excited to cause impact wave or acoustic wave propagation within
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concrete which is sensed by the piezoelectric distributed network.

2 Piezo-Electric Transducers

The word transducer indicates a device that can transfer energy between one system and another. In case
such a flow of energy is turned towards the system to control and the purpose is to do work on it, the
transducer behaves as actuator; on the contrary, if the energy moves the other way round and the purpose is
to bring information, then it has the behavior of a sensor.

Piezoelectric materials can be used both as actuators and as sensors because of reversibility of the piezo-
electric effect. Thanks to the direct effect a piezoelectric patch is a sensor of strain, in a similar manner
of a strain gauge, or of a strain rate; for the converse effect, it is able to impose local deformation by the
application of suitable voltage or charge, i.e. it is an actuator. Moreover, the piezoelectric element can be
utilized even at the same time in both the ways, making it particularly attractive for many applications.

The linear theory of piezoelectricity is based on two approximations [18]. First, the non-linear theory
of electroelasticity is derived from the well-known conservation laws for a mechanical continuum and the
conservation laws from Maxwell equations. The quasi-static electric field approximation allows for the electric
field Ei to be derivable from a scalar potential function φ, i.e. Ei = −φ,i. It is also assumed that the magnetic
field and magnetization have negligible influence. The second approximation, from which the linear theory of
piezoelectricity is derived, assumes that deformations are infinitesimal —the strain tensor is the symmetric
portion of the spatial gradient of the mechanical displacement— and that electric fields are small [196, 169].
In that theory, the charge equations of electrostatics are coupled to the mechanical deformations by using a
modified Lagrangian density given by

L =
1

2
ρu̇iu̇i −H(Sij , Ei) (1)

where H(Sij , Ei) is the electric enthalpy density function, which depend on Sij , i.e. the components of the
strain tensor, and on Ei, i.e. the components of the electric field vector. The electric enthalpy density [18]
can be expressed as

H(Sij , Ei) =
1

2
cEijklSijSkl − erijErSij −

1

2
εSijEiEj (2)

in which cE , e and εS are respectively the stiffness tensor with constant electric field, the piezoelectric tensor
and dielectric permittivity tensor with constant strain. Applying Hamilton’s principle, a set of governing
equations can be derived for piezoelectric laminae. Using the above definitions, and assuming that there are
no body forces, the variation of the action functional based on the Lagrangian density (1) can be computed
as

ˆ t1

t0

ˆ
B

[
ρu̇iδu̇i − TijδSij −Di (δφ),i

]
dV dt+

ˆ t1

t0

ˆ
∂B

(τiδui + qδφ) dS dt = 0 (3)

where Tij and Di are the components of the stress tensor and the electric displacement vector, respectively,
obtained from the enthalpy H(Sij , Ei) as

Tij =
∂H

∂Sij
= cEijklSkl − erijEr (4)

and
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Di = − ∂H
∂Ei

= eiklSkl + εSijEj (5)

In Eq. (3) the mechanical and electric work done by the surface traction τi and the applied charge density
q have been included. The entire surface of the dielectric is assumed covered with an electrode. Hence q
represents the charge density that can exist in the conductor at a dielectric conductor interface. An alternate
and equivalent form of the constitutive equations is

Tij = cDijklSkl − hrijDr

Ei = −hiklSkl + βS
ikDk

(6)

that is useful in some applications. The relations between the coefficients appearing in the two sets of
constitutive equations, Eqs. (4) and (5) and Eqs. (6), may be written

cDijkl = cEijkl + erijhrkl

βS
ikε

S
ik = δij

(7)

An elementary model of a thin piezoelectric patch surface-bonded on a host beam, considers the transducer
to be endowed with a two-fold behavior: (i) from an electrical point of view, it plays the role of a capacitor in
parallel connection (series connection) with a current source (voltage source) driven by the mechanical time
rate deformation; (ii) from a mechanical point of view, it behaves as a spring with two electrically driven pin
forces applied at the patch ends.

By denoting the patch length with Lp, the stored charge with Q, the exerted force with Fp, the strain with
Sp, and the applied voltage with Vp, from the above constitutive relations (4), (5) or Eqs. (6), the lumped
governing equations can be written in terms of voltage and strain as (see e.g. [43]):{

Qp = keeVp + kmeLp Sp

Fp = kmmLp Sp − kmeVp
(8)

or, in terms of charge and strain as: {
Vp = k̂eeQp + k̂meLp Sp

Fp = k̂mmLp Sp + k̂meQp
(9)

in which the following relations between the constitutive parameters can be determined:

k̂ee =
1

kee
, k̂me = −kme

kee
, k̂mm =

(
kmm +

k2me

kee

)
(10)

The constitutive equations (8) for the piezoelectric transducer can be physically interpreted from an
electrical point of view as a capacitor in parallel connection with a mechanically driven current source
(Norton representation); on the other hand, the equations (9) consider the patch as a capacitor in series
connection with a mechanically driven voltage source (Thevenin representation).

The sandwich-like structure of the element, in which two thin piezoelectric ceramic sheets are bonded
to a center support host structure, provides built-in leverage to amplify the motion and electrical output of
the piezoelectric layers. Piezoelectric bending elements are electromechanical transducers that possess high
motion and voltage sensitivity. The element structure is shown in Fig. 1. As actuators, the elements can
generate large displacements and moderate forces at low levels of electrical drive: one ceramic layer expands
laterally and the other layer contracts when an electric field is applied to the element so a bending or
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Figure 1: Bending piezoelectric transducer.

deflection of the element places. Typical applications include valves, relays, micro-positioners and vibration
controllers. As sensors, the elements can generate electrical signals from sources of low mechanical impedance:
the opposing strains result in a bending or deflection of the element that is proportional to the electrode
potentials. Typical applications include impact and motion sensors, vibration meters, medical products and
industrial sensing devices. The most common bending element shapes are rectangular, square or circular.
The piezoelectric layers of a bending element can be electrically connected either in series or in parallel.
Piezoelectric polarity orientations and electrical connections for the parallel configuration is shown in the
Fig. 1. The series element has one-fourth the capacitance and four times the impedance of the parallel
element. As actuators, the parallel element can generate the same deflections and forces as the series element
with half the drive voltage. As sensors, the series element has twice the voltage sensitivity of the parallel
element. The use of a parallel element is recommended due to drive voltage limitations, on the other hand,
the series element can be useful in some applications due to its greater ease of manufacture in not having to
access and connect to the center host structure.

3 Analogical Models and Electrical Analogs of Mechanical Struc-
tural Members

Physical systems which are represented through identical mathematical formalization but have dissimilar
physical nature are called analogs (or analogous systems). More in detail, corresponding analogs are charac-
terized by formally coinciding Lagrangian densities and, hence, formally equivalent evolution equations. In
general, analogical models, i.e. models exploiting the similarities between analogs, are employed to represent
and investigate some physical phenomena, often called the target systems, through other more analyzable and
realizable systems. In particular, in the discussion developed in the present work, the concept of “analog”
is exploited in order to achieve optimal internal resonance between mechanical structural members and their
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Figure 2: Analog circuit module of an Euler beam corresponding to the voltage–velocity analogy.

corresponding electrical analogs, coupled through the employment of piezoelectric components. The aim
of the aforementioned resonance is the control of mechanical members via (see section 4) i) transduction
of the mechanical energy possessed by the structural member to an electric form by means of piezoelectric
actuators; ii) design of a suitable electric analog; iii) dissipation of electric energy via suitable dissipative
circuital elements. In the following paragraphs, the conception of electrical analogs of Euler Beams (3.1) and
Kirckhhoff-Love Plates (3.2) will be deeply addressed.

3.1 Electric Analog of discretized Euler Beams

In order to synthesize electrical analogs for the Elastica, different procedures can be used, each of them leading,
in general, to a particular circuital realization. The key idea is: once a finite differences approximation for
the mechanical impedance matrix of a beam element has been found, one well-established synthesis technique
(see e.g. [1]) requires paralleling the velocity with the voltage, and the contact actions with the currents.

The motion equation of the analog circuit sketched in Fig. 2 in terms of the flux linkage Ψi at the generic
node i, defined as the time integral of the voltage drop across the i-th capacitor, can be written as:

Ψ̈i +
Ψi+2 − 4 Ψi+1 + 6 Ψi − 4 Ψi−1 + Ψi−2

L1C1n2
= 0 (11)

which represents a discrete form of the Elastica, once the condition

C1L1n
2 =

ρ

KM
(δ l)4

is satisfied [165] introducing the inductance L1, the capacitance C1 and the turns-ratio of the used transform-
ers n and where ρ the mass per unit length, KM the bending stiffens, δ indicates the dimensionless spatial
sampling step and l is the beam length.

Alternatively, changing the perspective, it is possible consider the identification of the mechanical velocities
with electric currents and mechanical contact actions with electric voltages. With the same condition, the
governing equation of an electric circuit analogous to discretized Euler Beams, in terms of the time integral
of the current flowing through the floating inductors, say Qi, as depicted in Fig. 3, is:
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Figure 3: Analog circuit module of an Euler beam corresponding to the current–velocity analogy.

L1 Q̈i +
Qi+2 − 4Qi+1 + 6Qi − 4Qi−1 +Qi−2

C1n2
= 0 (12)

The circuit topology in Figures 2 and 3 are completely equivalent; nevertheless, the resulting analog
circuits of a given constrained Euler beam are different. This difference lies in the boundary modules which,
for the two proposed synthesis solutions, result in totally different circuital constraints. In fact, an electrical
node which is short-circuited to ground for one solution results in an open-circuited terminal for the other,
and viceversa.

3.2 Electric Analog of discretized Kirckhhoff-Love Plates

In order to find an electric circuit analog of a Kirchhoff-Love (K-L)1 plate consisting of completely passive
elements, it is possible to consider a discrete Lagrangian density L d

m describing the motion of the K-L plate
—in an approximate way— and then to look for an electric circuit that has the same discrete Lagrangian
function by identifying the strain mechanical energy, Ud

m, with the magnetic energy associated with inductors,
Ue, and the kinetic energy, Kd

m, with the electric energy associated with capacitors, Ke (see e.g. [4]). Let the
square region Ω, 0 6 x 6 l, 0 6 y 6 l, be covered by a grid with sides parallel to the coordinate axis and
grid spacings such that ∆x = ∆y = δ. The generic field f(x, y) at any point of the grid will be denoted by
the notation:

fi,j = f(xi, yj)
xi = i δ
yj = j δ

with i = 1, . . . N and j = 1, . . . N (13)

A second-order finite difference discretization of the deformation energy Ud
m and the kinetic energy Kd

m at
any interior node is:

Ud
m =

kB
2

(u0
δ

)2∑
i

∑
j

[
(∆xxũ)

2
i,j + (∆yyũ)

2
i,j + 2ν (∆xxũ)i,j (∆yyũ)i,j + 2 (1− ν) (∆xyũ)

2
i,j

]
Kd

m =
ρh

2

(
u0δ

t0

)2∑
i

∑
j

(
˙̃u
)2
i,j

(14)

1The K-L plate assumption states that the fibers remain perpendicular to the mid-surface of the plate and maintain their
length.
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Figure 4: Analog circuital module of the K-L plate.

where the dimensionless variables of deflection ũ = u/u0 and time t̃ = t/t0 are introduced by means of
the characteristic values of deflection u0 and time t0. Moreover, kB = h3Y/

[
12(1− ν2)

]
denotes bending

stiffness, h is the plate thickness, ρ is the mass density and Y and ν are Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively.

Given a quadratic finite dimensional Lagrangian, say L d
m = Kd

m − Ud
m, it is well known (see, e.g., [50])

that it is possible to synthesize a lumped circuit governed by the same evolution (Euler-Lagrange) equations.
The resulting analog circuit is in general not topologically equivalent and may have more nodes than the
grid. The synthesis can be done, once the K-L plate deflection is recognized as the analog of the flux-linkages
of suitable nodes in the electric circuit. Thus, to each node of the sampling grid previously introduced, we
will associate a node of the analog circuit, denoted by ni,j and called principal. The flux-linkage ψi,j will
correspond to the deflection ui,j . Hence, connecting every node to ground by means of a capacitor, a sub-
circuit of the analog circuit in which the capacitive electric energy Ke is paralleling the mechanical kinetic
energy Kd

m is determined. Consequently, the elastic energy Ud
m of the plate may be paralleled by the electric

energy Ue stored in the remaining part of the analog circuit constituted by a set of inductors opportunely
connected to the capacitors by means of an appropriate network of electric transformers. The transformers
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do not store energy, they simply relate the voltages of non-principal nodes to principal ones. Introducing
transformers allows to have the second order differences of the displacement fields of Eqs. (14). In Fig. (4)
one of the possible topologies for the circuital module (corresponding to the (i, j) node) is presented, that
is able to realize an electric analog for the K-L plate as well as the connection among different modules.
The electromechanical analogy will be fully accomplished once a dimensionless flux-linkage ψ̃ = ψ/ψ0 is
introduces, through a characteristic flux-linkage ψ0. Consequently, we can express the electric energies Ue
and Ke in the following form:

Ue =
1

2n4
L1 + L2

L1L2
ψ2
0

∑
i

∑
j

[(
∆xxψ̃

)2
i,j

+
(

∆yyψ̃
)2
i,j

+ 2
L1 − L2

L1 + L2

(
∆xxψ̃

)
i,j

(
∆yyψ̃

)
i,j

+
L1L2

L3 (L1 + L2)

(
∆xyψ̃

)2
i,j

]
Ke =

C

2

(
ψ0

t0

)2∑
i

∑
j

(
˙̃
ψ
)2
i,j

(15)
The electric analog circuit is equivalent to the K-L plate once the coefficients of the electric energies (15)

are assumed to be equal to the coefficients of the mechanical ones (14). Simple algebra allows us to get the
following equalities in which the electric impedances needed in the analog circuit are explicitly given in terms
of mechanical parameters and transformers turns-ratios:

L1

L2
=

(1 + ν)

(1− ν)
,

L1

L3
= 4, n4L1C =

2ρh

kB (1− ν)
δ4 (16)

From Eqs. (16), it is evident that the choice of the circuital parameters L1, L2, L3, n and C is not unique. The
introduction of transformers in the circuital analogs not only allows for the synthesis of completely passive
networks (which has not been possible in [1]), but also permits a more ductile variation of the inductance
values.

In [1, 2] the plate analog circuit is easily derived from the two dimensions centered finite-differences
approximation of the Kirchhoff-Love plate equation defined on a uniform-step grid sampling the spatial
domain of the plate:

(
16

δ4
+ α4s2

)
vi j +

vi+2 j − 6 vi+1 j − 6 vi−1 j + vi−2 j

δ4
+
vi j+2 − 6 vi j+1 − 6 vi j−1 + vi j−2

δ4
+

+
vi+1 j+1 + vi−1 j+1 + vi+1 j−1 + vi−1 j−1

δ4
= 0

(17)

in which s is the Laplace-variable and α is a constitutive parameter of the plate, while vi j , i.e. the deflection
of the K-L plate, can be identified with the flux-linkages of suitable nodes in the electric circuit. Associating
each sampling node of the grid to an electrical node of the analog circuit, Eq. (17) can be regarded as the
governing equations for the electric potential of the circuit having the structure shown in Fig. 5, where

L1 = L/6 L2 = L3 = −L

and
C L =

ρ

kB
(δl)4

the presence of negative inductances in the analog circuit forbids its completely passive realization, never-
theless it is easy to electronically simulate a negative inductor using RC active circuits (see e.g. [28]).

Let us underline that the plate circuital analog is not just the superposition of two beam analogs along
the axial directions, since two additional transverse transmission lines are necessary [1, 4].
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Figure 5: K-L plate analog circuital module.

4 PEM structures as Smart Structures with distributed control

The concepts of smart structures and smart materials which will be addressed in the present section have been
introduced and investigated only recently. Despite ambiguities concerning the specification, the meaning and
the use of the adjective smart, it is universally accepted that the latter implies the capacity of a system to
self-adapt to a wide class of externally applied actions. In this framework, the intelligence of PEM structures
is related to their capability of dumping any kind of external action via the efficient transformation of
mechanical energy into electric energy.

The aim in designing PEM structures, which in the present paper are regarded as a particular class
of smart structures, consists in the optimization of the dissipation of mechanical vibration energy via the
following procedure:

a) a uniformly distributed array of piezoelectric actuators is mechanically connected to a given structural
element;

b) these piezoelectric actuators are electrically interconnected via an electric circuit acting as an electric
waveguide;

c) this electric waveguide is optimized in order to resonate internally with the original structural member;

d) suitable dissipative circuital elements are introduced in the electric waveguide in order to optimally
dissipate the electric energy transduced by the actuators from its original mechanical form.
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Exhaustive theoretical discussions concerning the meaning of the expressions internal resonance and
optimal dissipation goes beyond the scope of the present review and, therefore, the authors refer to the
following studies [68, 14, 137, 136, 138] where the topic is deeply addressed.

The design strategy a) – d) described previously clearly highlights the central role played by the piezoelec-
tric components of PEM structures, i.e. the energy transduction from the mechanical to the electric form, for
subsequent energy dissipation by means of suitable dissipative elements introduced in the electronic circuit.
The analysis presented in the last cited studies and in [208, 210, 67] while exploiting piezoelectric trans-
duction in order to perform a multimodal and passive control of vibrating shells and beams via distributed
electronic circuits, show the control efficiency of electric waveguides whose evolution equations coincide with
the equations describing the structural member evolution. In fact, the total internal resonance between the
mechanical structural member and the coupled electric waveguide is achievable only if the spectral properties
of the differential operators governing the evolution of the mechanical and electrical system coincide, i.e. (by
the theorem of spectral representation) if the mentioned operators are identical.

The purpose has therefore to be to first design and then tune an electronic circuit possessing eigenfre-
quencies and eigenmodes coinciding with the ones of the structural member. It is possible to both determine
theoretically and realize practically the features of this electronic circuit leading hence to a very effective
dissipative electronic waveguide which behaves globally as the electric analog (see section 3) of the corre-
sponding structural member. From a control theory point of view, the introduced electric waveguide can
be regarded as a controller which first optimally absorbs the mechanical energy and subsequently dissipates
the latter via suitable dissipative elements. On the other hand, from a purely mathematical perspective,
it is essential to remark that when the vibration spectra of both the mechanical structure and its electric
counterpart coincide, the elctric system can be described as a “mirror system” whose evolving parameter
can be regarded as a micro–structural kinematic descriptor. As a consequence, it is possible to state that
piezoelectromechanical structures are particular cases of micro-structured continua of the kind studied e.g.
by Toupin, Eringen and Mindlin (see [197, 94, 141]).

Despite electric waveguides have been described as purely passive systems, it is worth mentioning that,
when active external actions on piezoelectromechanical structures are considered, the stability and bifurcation
analysis presents great difficulties, which can be addressed via perturbation methods of the type considered
in [81, 173, 157, 124, 38]. Preliminary studies (reported by Luongo in private communications) suggest in
fact that piezoelectromechanical structures are less stable than their purely mechanical counterpart. As a
consequence, a stimulating and attractive research direction would be constituted by the conception of a
series of theoretical, numerical and experimental investigations aiming at the study and the exploitation of
bifurcation analysis of piezoelectromechanical structures, their possible imperfections and their constitutive
parameters.

It is worth emphasizing that, in the previuosly outlined investigations, shells or more complex structures
were not considered and the analysis was limited to the linear case. As a consequence, a very interesting and
stimulating research viewpoint is represented by the investigation of the behavior of piezoelectromechanical
structures in the case of nonlinear structural members, which will be addressed in section 6.

4.1 Performances of PEM structures

Research interests and efforts in the design and realization of actual engineering structures exploiting the
characteristics of piezoelectronic systems have significantly increased in the last twenty years due to two main
factors: (i) the recent technological developments in the production of piezoelectric transducers and (ii) the
growing consumers attention towards the control of structural vibrations. This increasing interest in vibration
control concerns especially mechanical and aerospace industries which are also interested in secondary benefits
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arising from effective control of structural vibrations, e.g precision in mechanisms maneuvers, reduced fatigue
loads, reliability and durability of machinery.

The early studies employing piezoelectric elements in structural control are based on the electronic damp-
ing technique, attributed to Olsen [156] and developed subsequently by Swigert and Forward [108]. This
technique consists in a closed loop composed of a piezoelectric sensor, converting dynamic strain into electric
current, a power amplifier, which amplifies and shifts the electronic current, and a piezoelectric actuator
receiving the shifted current. This strategy, soon improved and generalized to the multi-input multi-output
case, requiring external power supply, has to be regarded as an active technique, implying that in order to
achieve satisfactory results in terms of damping and stability, complex power amplifiers and precise sensing
electronics are necessary.

Mainly to overcome the related drawbacks (described before in the Introduction) Hagood and von Flo-
tow [115] proposed a passive shunting technique: a piezoelectric transducer is shunted with a resistor and an
inductor, optimally tuned to a structural modal frequency. This control strategy, which electrically parallels
the den Hartog theory [117] of tuned-mass damper systems, results to be effective only for the control of a
single vibration mode of the structure, i.e. once the mechanical mode is selected the critical inductance, L∗s,
and the optimal position of the piezoelectric patch are univocally determined.

The critical inductance for this lumped control L∗s is related to the piezoelectric capacitance Cp and to the
mechanical modal frequency to be controlled fm by the following relationship L∗s ∝ 1/(Cpf

2
m), imposing severe

limitations on the inductances to be used, given the typical values for both Cp and fm. As a consequence, to
achieve the subsequent inductance range (102-104 H) two different techniques can be effectively employed: (i)
electronic simulating circuits [28] or (ii) a set of coils wrapped around a magnetic core. However, as stated
before, both strategies face serious technological drawbacks: the electronic simulating circuit needs, as in the
techniques described previously, an external power supply, while the set of coils adds a significant fraction of
the total system mass. In addition, attempting to lower the critical inductance L∗s by adding capacitance to
the shunting circuit turns out to be ineffective since it necessarily implies a decrease of the efficiency of the
piezoelectric coupling.

Some authors extended the technique of the single shunt to damp multiple mechanical modes [118, 218,
24]. They shunt a single piezoelectric element with a circuit including several resistors, capacitors, and
inductors, to obtain a multi-resonant behaviour. Among the different solutions, the current flowing shunt
circuit proposed in [24] should be noted for the modular circuital pattern and the reduced number of elements.

In order to overcome all the drawbacks illustrated in the previous paragraph, an enhancement of the design
specifications of the control system reveals to be effective. In fact, the idea of an electromechanical analogy
arises when imposing the electric controller to be passive and effective on all structural modes. Thus the
conceived net-control technique [207, 1, 68] results in a uniformly distributed array of piezoelectric transducers
positioned over the host structure, and an electric passive network, interconnecting the transducers, whose
spectral properties are adapted to those of the host structure.

The electric network is designed in order to be resonant at all the structural characteristic frequencies,
which allows that its modal shapes can piezoelectrically interact with those of the host structure. These
network characteristics ensure the simultaneous control of all vibration modes, without requiring the employ-
ment of active elements nor heavy inductors. The synergic behavior of the piezoelectric patches results in
high performing energy transduction efficiency over a theoretically infinite frequency bandwidth. Following
this approach, but with the aim of reducing the number of PETs, it is worth noting the papers [110, 194].
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Figure 6: Sketch of a PEM beam with a second-order transmission line.

4.1.1 Net-controlled structures

In the framework of net-control strategy, a set of relevant PEM structures is presented in the next paragraphs.
In particular, concerning important structural members (e.g. bars, shafts, beams and plates) circuital in-
terconnecting schemes are exhibited and for each structure-circuit pair the basic dynamic properties are
addressed. The net-control technique introduced is based on the one-to-one correspondence between the
modal frequencies and the modal shapes of the vibrating structure and the interconnecting network, assuring
the complete transduction of mechanical into electrical energy.

4.1.2 Bars and shafts

The free vibrations of both a bar and a shaft are governed by the so called D’Alembert equation

ü = α2u
′′, with α2 ∈ R+

where u denotes the kinematical descriptor, namely the axial displacement or the twist angle, and superposed
dot and prime mean time and space derivatives, respectively. The electrical distributed circuit governed by
the D’Alembert equation is the well-known second-order transmission line. A lumped circuit constituted by
a set of N grounded capacitors interconnected via floating inductors does in fact represent a finite difference
approximation of the aforementioned distributed circuit.

As a consequence, interconnecting the piezoelectric transducers, bonded over the structure, as the capac-
itors of the circuit in Fig. 6, the following set of coupled evolution equations governing the free vibrations of
the net-controlled bar or shaft is derived{

ü = α2u
′′ + γ2ψ̇

′

ψ̈ = β2ψ
′′ − γ2u̇′

with α2, β2, γ2 ∈ R+ (18)

ψ̇ being the electric voltage measured with respect to a common ground. With reference to Eq. (18), it
is sufficient to set β2 = α2 and impose on the electric circuit boundary conditions dual to those of the
vibrating structure to achieve the one-to-one correspondence between the mechanical and electrical modal
characteristics. On the other hand, the parameter β2 depends on the value of the line inductance; let L∗2 be
the critical value in order to satisfy the relation β2 = α2. Setting constant the number N of transducers,
employing the passive shunting technique (namely, shunting separately each patch with a single inductance),
the multi-modal control results to be lost. Let L∗s2(k) be the critical inductance when the passive shunting
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technique is employed to control the k-th mode. The ratio L∗s2(k)/L∗2 results to be proportional toN2/k2, [137]
implying that for a large number of transducers their interconnection, i.e., the basic concept of PEM systems,
sensibly reduces the inductances needed.

4.1.3 Beams

The following elastic equation governing the free vibrations of Euler beam

ü+ α4u
IV = 0, with α4 ∈ R+

does not have a well-known electric analog. Nevertheless, it is possible to couple the beam with the afore-
mentioned second-order transmission line leading to the following set of differential equation [208]:{

ü+ α4u
IV + γ3ψ̇

′′ = 0

ψ̈ − β3ψ′′ − γ3u̇′′ = 0
with α4, β3, γ3 ∈ R+ (19)

Similar electrical and mechanical modal shapes could be achieved choosing suitable electric boundary condi-
tions. However mechanical and electrical spectra can not be superimposed since different spectral ‘spacings’
characterize the latter and, therefore, the line inductance can be eventually tuned to match only one pair of
electric and mechanical eigenfrequencies. As in the situation concerning bars and shafts, discussed in para-
graph 4.1.2, also when addressing beams, the ratio L∗s4(k)/L∗3(k), between the critical inductances required in
the passive-shunting and in the second-order net-control technique (used for the k-th mode), is proportional
to N2/k2, clearly highlighting the significant technological advantage when recourse is made to piezoelectric
interconnection strategy.

Within the framework illustrated in the previous lines, several approaches have been investigated in order
to synthesize the electric analog of the Euler beam. The first strategy proposed and experimentally validated
in [67, 1, 74] envisages the employment of active elements. In particular, in [67] some voltage-driven current
sources are used while in [1] the circuital topology is found seeking a finite-differences symmetric scheme of
the elastic one and assuming all the used electric elements to be two-terminal networks. This last occurrence
necessarily implies the use of negative floating inductances, which must be simulated by electronic active
circuits.

Important development towards a feasible passive realization of the beam-analog circuit has been made
in [1] and [70], where a circuit constituted by multi-port transformers is obtained relaxing the two-terminal
network hypothesis and considering a suitable truncation of the mechanical impedance matrix of a beam
element. The main advantage of this last scheme consists in the employment of low inductances, while the
substantial drawback lies in the complexity of the circuital topology. A synthesis solution, technologically
more convenient in terms of both required inductances and topological complexity, is given in [13] and it
is here outlined in Fig. 7. The proposed analog circuit has been synthesized through a finite difference
approximation of the infinite dimensional Lagrangian of the Euler beam. The governing equations of the
beam net-controlled via the circuits given in [1, 69, 13, 23] are the following:{

ü+ α4u
IV + γ4ψ̇

′′ = 0

ψ̈ + β4ψ
IV − γ4u̇′′ = 0

with α4, β4, γ4 ∈ R+ (20)

Parameters β4 and γ4 in Eq. (20) depend on the adopted electrical scheme and once the parameter β4 is set
equal to α4 and the electric boundary conditions have been chosen to be dual of the mechanical ones, the
seeked one-to-one correspondence between the electrical and mechanical modal frequencies and modal shapes
is established. Taking into account the electric circuit reported in Fig. 7 and setting a unitary turns ratio for
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Figure 7: Circuital scheme for a fourth-order interconnection.

the transformers included in the circuit, let L∗s4(k) and L∗4 be the critical inductances to separately shunt all
the N transducers for controlling the k-th mode and to equate β4 to α4, respectively: the ratio L∗s4(k)/L∗4
results to be proportional to N4/k4. Therefore, an increase in the number of the piezoelectric patches used in
the net-controlled strategy results in a use of extremely advantageous inductances with respect to the passive
shunting technique. In addition, the net-controlled beam described by Eqs. (20) also ensures the multi-modal
control of the mechanical vibrations through a unique choice of the net inductance L∗4.

4.1.4 Plates

The free vibrations of the Kirchhoff-Love plate are governed by the following differential equation:

ü+A4∇2∇2u = 0, with A4 ∈ R+ (21)

As it occurs for the Euler beam addressed in the previous section, Eq. (21) involves fourth order spatial
derivatives and has not well-known electric analogs. As a consequence, the arguments employed in the
discussion concerning the Euler beam are exploited for the the conception and realization of the electric analog
of the plate structure. As a result, the easiest net-controlled system is realized coupling the Kirchhoff plate
with a second-order transmission network, corresponding to the two-dimensional extension of the D’Alembert
transmission line. The resulting equations [208] are the following:{

ü+A4∇2∇2u+ Γ3∇2ψ̇ = 0

ψ̈ −B3∇2ψ − Γ3∇2u̇ = 0
with A4, B3, Γ3 ∈ R+ (22)

For comparison purposes, let L∗sp(h, k) be the critical inductance for the separate resonant shunting relative
to the (h, k)-th plate mode and L∗3p(h, k) be the critical inductance needed in the net-controlled system (22)
to control the same (h, k)-th mode. Similar arguments with respect to the discussion performed concerning
Eq. (19), describing the beam analog circuit, hold for the current system, i.e. a unimodal control is guaranteed
employing more advantageous inductances in the net-controlled system, L∗sp(h, k)/L∗3p(h, k) ∝ N/(h2 + k2).

On the other hand, concerning the problem of realizing the electric analog of the Kirchhoff-Love plate, the
latter has been synthesized in [2] and [1] employing active elements to simulate negative floating inductances.
Aiming to avoid the use of active elements, for the motivations illustrated in the introduction of 4.1, the
one-dimensional circuital topology reported in Fig. 7 may be extended to the two-dimensional case [3, 5]. the
evolution of both net-controlled systems is described by the following coupled differential equations:
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{
ü+A4∇2∇2u+ Γ4∇2ψ̇ = 0

ψ̈ +B4∇2∇2ψ − Γ4∇2u̇ = 0
with A4, B4, Γ4 ∈ R+ (23)

This last set of equations (23) ensures the multi-modal control of the plate vibrations through a unique
choice of the net inductance L∗4p. Setting the turns ratio of the transformers to be unitary for comparison
purposes, the ratio L∗sp(h, k)/L∗4p becomes proportional to N2/(h2+k2)2 showing, again, that a large number
of patches decreases the required inductances.

To summarize, the main difference between the net-control strategy and the passive shunting technique
consists in the presence of interconnections between the distributed patches. Within this strategy, conceiv-
ing an interconnecting circuit analog to the host mechanical structure, the simultaneous control of all the
mechanical modes is performed employing a single choice of the electric parameters. Concerning relevant
structural elements, e.g. bars, beams and plates, completely passive analog circuits have been conceived and
their performances as electric controller have been compared with those of (i) separated shunted circuits and
(ii) second order transmission lines. The crucial points of this comparative study are mainly two: (a) the
multi-modal control is possible only using analog circuits and (b) the necessary critical inductances result to
be lower in net-controlled systems. In addition, the damping ratios for electromechanical vibrations can be
optimized by suitably introducing in the electric controller some resistors (see [137, 14] and Figs. 6 and 7). For
instance, in system (20) conceived for beam control, introducing a suitable resistances in parallel connection
with the floating ports of the transformers in Fig. 7, the modal damping ratios ζk turn out to be independent
on the mode number k. The expressions for ζk are the following:

ζk =
γ4

2
√
α4
, k = 1, 2, . . . (24)

Having illustrated the state of the art of this very promising research branch, the authors of the present
work would like to briefly outline the future developments of it, namely: i) the synthesis of electric analogs
for the net-controlling of more complex structures, as frames and trusses with arbitrary shape and shells ii)
an accurate analysis of the homogenization procedure lying beneath the proposed field equations for PEM
structures iii) the set up of an experimental procedure to validate this approach.

5 PEM structures as Metamaterials

It is unlikely that natural materials are capable of organizing themselves into very special and microscopically
inhomogenous patterns. For instance, even though the scientific community has been aware, since the first
serious studies concerning material properties (pioneered by Lamé), that negative Poisson coefficients for
isotropic materials were compatible with the energy conservation principle and did not violate any funda-
mental principle of physics, only recently it has been possible to design and construct isotropic materials
whose macroscopic Poisson ratio is indeed negative.

Unlike what happens e.g. in the case of classical Termodynamics, in this case the principles of physics do
not intrinsically take into account the probability measure of a certain ‘state’, but in fact just establish which
materials can be potentially engineered, while statistical considerations are necessary for establishing how
probable is the natural onset of a material enjoying some peculiar given and desired properties. Usually, once
a material is constructed in order to display some specific features and behavior, it is called a metamaterial.

In this framework, PEM structures, constituted by PETs, are a particular example of metamaterials: the
PETs transform, in fact, mechanical energy into electric energy, which is then conveyed into a waveguide
whose properties are designed in order to assume a desired behavior. For instance, the system designed could
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have as main goal the dissipation of the traveling energy at the maximum possible rate. More in particular,
PEM structures can be regarded as metamaterials whose configuration is described by a displacement field
and by (for instance) a set of electric potentials. The coupling between the two fields is assured by the PET
transduction which can be generally regarded to be conservative.

It is worth emphasizing that conceptually, focusing the attention only on passive electric circuits strongly
limits control performances (see e.g. [164, 165, 166]). However, while investigating the performances of
active systems it is fundamental to recall that active systems of vibration control need energy consumption
for dissipating energy (which is not very often desirable) and show very often strong instabilities. In addition,
numerical problems could arise from strongly coupling systems involved in the study of metamaterials, as
those presented in [39, 40, 41, 42, 112, 52].

5.1 Acoustic metamaterials and wave propagation in micromorphic continua

The concept of metamaterial was first introduced in optics and in electromagnetism to indicate materials
showing peculiar optical or electromagnetic permittivity properties. More recently, the interest of physicist
and mechanicians have focused on the concept of acoustic metamaterial which has been investigated in
several studies: we refer for instance to [83] or [216]. In general, acoustic metamaterials, and the entire
class of mechanical metamaterials, are designed to show peculiar (or exotic) response to externally applied
loads. As the whole class of metamaterials, mechanical metamaterials are designed by suitably assembling
multiple elementary parts which are usually arranged in (quasi-)periodic substructures to show very peculiar
and especially designed properties. In fact, the particular shape, geometry, size, orientation and arrangement
of their constituting elements can affect for instance the wave propagation of light or sound in a not-already-
observed fashion. As a result, material properties which cannot be found in conventional (natural) materials
can be effectively created. Particularly promising in the design of metamaterials are micro-structures which
present high-contrast in microscopic properties: the treatment of these micro-structures, at a macroscopic
level, have been shown to produce generalized continuum models (see e.g. [6, 106, 107, 143, 142]). The
aforementioned micro-structures of metamaterials are conceived so that some of the physical micro-properties
characterizing their behavior diverge when the size of the REV (Representative Elementary Volume) tends
to zero, while simultaneously some other properties are vanishing in the same limit. It is crucial underlying
that the standard homogenization techniques need to be modified and/or generalized in order to be adapted
to the process of identifying material properties of metamaterials (see e.g. [192, 193, 146, 142, 140, 56, 57]).

As already anticipated, in the scientific community a raising interest concerns a particular sub-class of
mechanical metamaterials: the so–called acoustic metamaterials. For instance in the studies by Neff ([149]
and Ghiba et al. [111]) a very specific class of acoustic metamaterials is investigated in which some frequency
bands result to be forbidden to wave propagation (see also [163, 174]). It is important to emphasize that the
mathematical problems studied in ([150, 151]) are the basis of further scientific investigations in this topic. It
is in fact clear that the manifold variety of propagating waves which may exist in metamaterials may produce
unexpected applications in their design, showing up-to-now unimagined features.

At this stage an important consideration has to be formulated: PEM structures studied in literature up to
now possess, as a mechanical counterpart, either a one– or a two– dimensional continuum. The electromechan-
ical waveguide to be coupled to these continua via PETs, have therefore intrinsically the same dimension.
It has to be underlined that it could be very useful to consider PEM structures whose mechanical parts
are three-dimensional continua and therefore whose coupled waveguide is an intrinsically three-dimensional
waveguide. Obviously, in this case also PETs would need to be spatially distributed. In this context, it
could be therefore meaningful to consider PEM structures whose mechanical part is already a micromorphic
continuum and, in particular, a second gradient continuum. In fact, as already remarked, second gradient
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materials can be seen as a particular limit case of micromorphic media, as they can be obtained from the
latter by constraining the micromorphic tensor to be equal to the classical strain tensor (see [27]).

Available results on wave propagation in second gradient elastic media have shown the onset of exotic
phenomena primarily related to screening or transmitting properties of interfaces embedded in such media.
In particular, it has been shown (see e.g. [61], [163], [175], [174]) that for wave frequencies sufficiently high in
order to interact with the underlying microstructure, very interesting screening or transmitting phenomena
can be conceived and described. As a consequence, metamaterials designed by coupling second gradient
materials with mirror electric waveguides could lead to the subsequent design of technologically relevant
devices, e.g. in the field of stealth technology or vibration and acoustic passive control.

Preliminary results have also been obtained on the study of wave propagation in micromorphic media,
showing purely mechanical coupling phenomena with internal degrees of freedom and indicating the inhibition
of wave propagation in definite circumstances. These frequency-dependent exotic properties may be enhanced
by using the concept on which PEM structures are based, i.e. suitably-conceived metamaterials could be
used as exotic waveguides allowing to filter and/or switch on and off specific waves.

5.2 Functional Structural modifications, metamaterials and smart structures.

The concept of functional structural modification has been introduced originally in solid and structural
mechanics but, actually, it appears to possess a wider meaning, especially if related to the concepts of
metamaterials and smart structures. At this stage, an attempt to illustrate the existing relationships among
these concepts is therefore fundamental in order to establish potential synergies between different research
groups which nowadays do not seem to communicate in the most fruitful manner.

A functional structural modification of a given structure is a modification which, without changing the
principal uses of the original structure, is designed in order to fulfill a given engineering collateral purpose (see
e.g. [31, 33, 32, 35, 30]). The original structure is often called principal: a well-known example of principal
structures coincides with the structures employed in space applications for carrying loads or in Robotics for
assembling robot parts and which experience forced vibrations. The latter, in absence of damping, could
result into damage onset and hence possibly have even a destructive effect.

In the considered example, the structural modification of the principal structure aims at an efficient
damping of the undesired vibrations. The modifications involve the coupling of the principal structure with
additional devices, which can be either purely mechanical or be based on different physical phenomena. In
the context of the present paper, these structural modifications may be obtained ( see e.g [68]) by connecting
the considered structural member to arrays of piezoelectric transducers coupled with resonant dissipative
electronic circuits.

The expression functional structural modification is usually employed, as said, to describe a purely me-
chanical additional structure: as an example, it is worth emphasizing that the concept motivating the fol-
lowing papers [33, 31, 51, 36, 37] stems from the thermodynamics and statistical mechanics of irreversible
systems, although the theory of mechanical vibration is often considered far from thermodynamics. The
aforementioned papers exploit the concepts of irreversibility, Poincaré recurrence time and thermodynamical
equilibrium to conceive a technologically feasible damping device to be combined with the principal struc-
ture: this designed structure is coupled with another having many internal extra degrees of freedom evolving
according to specifically chosen equations. This strategy allows to trap mechanical vibration energy for a
very long time in the extra degrees of freedom (as long as lasts the Poincaré recurrence time), even without
introducing any dissipative device. In this way it is possible to construct a conservative system behaving as
an effective damping system.

At this stage, it clearly emerges that a metamaterial can originate from a functional structural modifi-
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cation: actually, these modifications coincide with the design of a particular type of metamaterial or smart
structure (depending on the length scale at which the modification takes place). If the structural modification
involves the introduction of devices whose dimensions are small when compared to the characteristic lengths
involved in the considered phenomena (e.g. when modifications involve micro-elements which are small if
compared to the specific wave-lengths), the resulting object can effectively be considered a metamaterial. On
the other hand, when the added device is external or possesses dimensions comparable with the principal
structure, the modified structures can be considered smart structures. Therefore, PEM structures, depending
on the size of the applied PET transducers, can be considered either new metamaterials, exploiting piezo-
electric effects and the basic phenomena governing the behavior of electric circuits, or smart structures, if
the added structural modification has macroscopic dimensions.

The design of micro-structured metamaterials, whose material particles are endowed with such ‘energy
sinks’, is therefore an interesting and stimulating challenge and, in addition, these added microstructures can
also be somehow regarded as a particular case of structural modifications. The physical nature characterizing
these energy sinks may assume different characters, e.g. these sinks may also be related to ‘micro-structural’
damage evolution (as those described in [64, 142, 172, 212, 215, 211, 19]). In fact, bodies in which micro-cracks
or other damage mechanisms occur can be modeled both by means of discrete methods (in which models
are finite dimensional) or by means of homogenized models, in which, however, extra kinematical descriptors
need to be introduced. Interesting results in this context can be found e.g. in [170, 171, 215, 142], whose
intended final aim is to produce a macroscopic field theory based on the knowledge of the micro-structure
of considered mechanical systems. These macroscopic models are coherent with the models described in [94,
93, 95, 90, 91, 181, 182, 119] in which irreversible phenomena involving dissipation of energy must be taken
into account by suitably adding dissipative effects, for instance by means of Hamilton-Rayleigh dissipation
potentials.

The phenomena of ‘material transformation’ induced by any form of evolving damage are some-how similar
to phase transitions (see e.g. [55, 84, 64, 65]) but are not reversible (see e.g. [54, 47]). Damage phenomena
may be induced by plastic deformation (see e.g. [48, 49, 107]) or by crack growth (see e.g. [15]) and play a
very important role in the context of structural modifications aimed to vibration control. The latter can be
in fact obtained by directing some of the mechanical energy involved in some ‘micro-structural’ vibrations
which, on their turn, are to be coupled with dissipative phenomena associated for instance to damage or
plastic deformation.

According to the aforementioned description, we are therefore suggesting to interpret the results already
available in literature as follows: the mechanisms to trap energy in microscopic energy sinks may be based on
very different physical principles and phenomena. They can be related to apparently irreversible trapping of
kinetic energy in many microscopic degrees of freedom, or they can be related to the coupling of mechanical
with electromagnetic phenomena or they can be related to micro-damage or microscopically concentrated
phase transitions. In all the illustrated possibilities, the obtained metamaterial will need to be described by
a suitable model deduced from generalized continua theories. Until the ‘structural’ modifications designed
within this strategy do not compromise the mechanical properties of the considered systems, they can be
indeed fruitfully exploited. In fact, until the micro-damage does not affect the macroscopic overall behavior
of the material, this modified structure or material will be still able to effectively sustain the expected applied
loads, as the initial design required.

5.3 A possible application of PEM structures to drive bone growth

Piezo-electro-mechanical structures may be embedded in prostheses designed for reconstructing and sustain-
ing damaged bone structures. Bones can be considered, by themselves, as smart materials. A bone, indeed,
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is a dynamic system with physiological remodelling, i.e. with removal and growth capabilities which en-
able it to easily repair small defects. The current generation of implants consists of passive devices that
are unable to recognize damages and to exploit the ‘smart’ capabilities of the bone tissue. A challenging
concept is therefore the creation of a ‘smart’ technology based on electromagnetic stimulation using wireless
power supply systems. Specifically, endowing the implant with a grid of piezoelectric elements (both sensors
and actuators), it can be possible to monitor the bone damage state and respond appropriately in order to
stimulate the desired formation of new bone tissue.

In fact, it is well-known that periodic vibrations induced by time varying externally applied loads may
favor the action of actor cells which remodel and optimize bone tissues (see [198], [44]).

The concept which may be employed is based on the possibility of exciting electric vibrations in electric
circuits without direct access to the latter, by simply inducing, for instance, time variations of magnetic
fields.

The idea, therefore, consists in modifying already available prostheses by adding PETs and by connecting
the added array of transducers to suitable excitable electric circuits. The prosthesis will start vibrating
when undergoing an externally applied variation of magnetic field in order to actively contribute to the
natural remodeling process. Since low magnitude local vibrations was found to be sufficient to drive the
remodeling process, the power needed by a smart endoprosthesis should be rather modest [44], which enables
the possibility of powering vibrations from mechanical deformations caused by musculoskeletal loading.

To briefly describe this research possibility, we illustrate evidences concerning the mechanical behavior
of living tissues and in particular of bones. Scientists investigating living materials quickly discovered that
the required conceptual tools were different from those employed in studying non-living materials (see the
pioneering work by Wolff [217]). After the studies performed by Wolff, there have been many attempts to
model the mechanical behavior of growing tissues: in the context of the investigations addressed in the present
work, the attention is here focused on two different research directions. The first of the latter considers the
problem of growth of reconstructed bone with the addition of bioresorbable materials (see [122, 129, 130, 17]
and references therein). The second branch attempts the description of biological tissues from a mechanical
point of view, with a special stress on their ‘micro-structural’ behavior (see [101, 103, 100, 102, 104] and
references therein).

In the context we are referring to in the present work, the aforementioned studies have to be complemented
by studies of contact phenomena between prosteses and reconstructed bone and by deeper investigations
concerning the effects of mechanical stimulus on the remodeling phenomena in the interior of reconstructed
bone.

Very important are, therefore, the studies regarding the mechanically driven stimulus inside a living tissue
and the different models which have been proposed in literature for its description. This stimulus may be
regarded as a kinematical parameter whose evolution governs bone growth. In this framework, different
possible ways are conceivable to describe how the stimulus is produced in a living or reconstructed tissue: in
literature no well-established explanation of all mechanisms governing its production and its transmission is
available. In fact, while often the stimulus is assumed to be determined by the local state of deformation (and
maybe by the time history of this state), there is biological evidence that the stimulus is also affected by the
deformation state of neighboring regions of a given material particle of a deformable tissue. This circumstance
may play a crucial role in the phenomena of growth occurring in reconstructed bones and necessarily requires
to be taken into account. This non-locality is indeed addressed by means of the introduction of suitable
integral operators for representing stimulus field.

On the hand, the second research branch previously anticipated concerns models for ‘complex’ biological
tissues: i.e. tissues which have to be considered as composite materials. For instance, there exist tissues
having an internal structure in which a porous matrix filled with an interstitial fluid may be observed (see
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the results presented in [180, 132, 133, 60, 167] for the flow modeling of an eventually compressible fluid in
deformable porous media). This structure is also reinforced by impermeable collagen fibers: the phenomena
related to interstitial fluid flow in articular cartilage motivates the modeling of such a system. Many difficult
problems arise in this completely new application field of micro-structured continuum mechanics: for instance,
the quantification of the undeformed configuration permeability of fibre-reinforced composite materials and
the modeling of its eventual modification in the deformed configuration.

Crucial in this context is the analysis of the length scales involved: their possible separation may in fact
simplify the modeling procedure. However, different complex homogenization methods have to be used in
any circumstance and, very often, the capillary properties of the interstitial fluid may be of relevance: in this
case the results developed in [109, 77, 78, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187] can be very useful.

Given the above outlined picture, the possible use of PEM structures in this context should look now
evident.

6 Research Perspectives

The research hints sketched in the present section are limited to some developments of research activities which
are already in progress in MeMoCS International Research Center. The experimental part of the proposed
investigations, described and sometimes already in progress, are to be considered with great attention, as
the sophisticated models introduced are able to forecast phenomena which could not be imagined as possible
and therefore excluded in the design of the most standard experimental apparatuses.

6.1 Design of more complex/general PEM structures

Films of Polymeric Piezoelectric Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) proved to be good materials for distributed
sensors and actuators in the vibration control of composite shells of arbitrary shapes. In fact, the integration of
sensors and actuators into structures is a crucial step to obtain smart systems [168]. Since the first works on a
multi-layered shell coupled with an active distributed vibration controller (see e.g. [200, 199, 201, 82, 20, 21]),
big efforts were made to realize new piezo-composite structure both for modeling linear [121] and non-
linear [202] behavior. One method to improve the performance is to segment the symmetrically distributed
sensor/actuator layers into a number of co-located subsegments [203], displaying the same kind of perspective
which was described in the present paper for uniformly distributed array of piezoelectric patches.

According to this point of view, the study of Piezoelectric Fiber Composites (PFC) is by now a challenge
that should be tackled for the opportunities that may open up. These composites are made of fibers sur-
rounded by a resin matrix which provides damage protection and support. They are characterized by a high
degree of flexibility and can be profitably used for shells of complex geometry (see e.g. [195, 80]). The study
of their stability, e.g. those exposed in [113, 124, 126, 127, 128] or, for similar problems related to coupled
aeroelastic phenomena, vibration analysis and non-linearities, in [159, 160, 155], can be fruitfully used for
future research developments.

Finally, the concept of higher gradient or non-local PEM structural members may be developed exploiting
the tools of the Peridynamics based on a non-local force interactions (see e.g. [92, 79]).

6.2 Design of distributed electric sinks

In some recent papers the concept of apparent damping in linear mechanical systems is exploited to conceive
effective vibration dampers: see the conceptual framework established in [29, 33].
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The basic idea is simple but challenging: it is well-known that in discrete systems with numerous degrees
of freedom, even if the Lagrangian is quadratic (i.e. the evolution equations are linear) it is possible to
design mechanical energy traps, i.e. degrees of freedom where the mechanical energy may remain for long
time intervals. Remark that this statement is not in contradiction with the Poincaré return Theorem, as
the Poincaré return time can be designed to be very large in comparison with the characteristic times of
considered vibrational phenomena.

The concept which in [31, 32, 34, 177] was proved to be feasible is indeed based on some spectral properties
of mechanical oscillators which may be reproduced by means of electronic circuits.

6.3 Sound and vibration control via the conception of frequency filters or en-
hanced damping effects

The conception of acoustic metamaterials can exploit different phenomena. For a comprehensive description
of the models which we consider needed in this context we refer to [135].

If nonlinearities are to be included into the picture then the results described in [134, 148, 147] can be
an useful starting point. Interesting multiple time scale analyses are conceivable to design wave modulations
presenting energy transfer from one vibration mode to others and possibly its more effective dissipation (see
the methods presented in [123, 125] and references therein). The concept to be exploited in this case is
the one called ‘energy spillover’. In this case the activable degrees of freedom are those described by the
micro-structural kinematic descriptors.

Exploiting non-linearity it is possible to design metamaterials in which —for frequencies belonging to some
band gaps— there are not propagating waves, due to the coupling phenomena involving micro-structure.

On the other hand it is rather surprising the result announced [111, 149] where it is found that for a
‘singular’ kind of linear micro-structured continuum (considered not admissible by Mindlin) actually it is
possible to choose the constitutive parameters in such a way that actually some even wide band gaps arise.
The novelty of the result is two-fold: i) the results seem to indicate that non-linearities are not needed for
getting such gaps ii) the mathematical results of well-posedness presented by the authors show that the
considered materials are most likely feasible.

It has to be investigated the whole set of micro-structured continua and their physical feasibility (also by
means of suitable electronic wave-guides). The aforementioned preliminary results just announced probably
show an unexpected richness of behavior for Mindlin-type materials which could hide interesting surprises.

Another concept which needs to be investigated concerns the conception of materials undergoing phase
transitions when suitably mechanically solicited: these materials are called thixotropic materials (see e.g. [22]).
In could be relatively easy to use a metamaterial undergoing solid-solid phase transitions in the design of
sound screen to stop undesired mechanical vibrations (the modeling of the phenomenon is presented e.g.
in [213, 65]. Damping effect needed to obtain energy adsorption from mechanical vibrations could consist in
the induced phase transition, which in one direction should be endoenergetic.

Of course strong non-linearities and non-convexities could be involved in the description of such phenom-
ena whose mathematical description could require the formulation of higher gradient or micro-structured
continuum models.

Another interesting class of phenomena involving efficient and volume distributed dissipation effects are
those dissipation phenomena occurring in porous deformable solids (see e.g. [167, 179]) possibly partially
saturated (see e.g. [131]) with compressible fluids because of deformation induced (conceivably) viscous flow.

The fluid can be totally or partially trapped in the pores, whose tortuosity may be more or less relevant
(see also [179, 175, 133, 132, 56, 57, 76]). The design of metamaterials with fluid inclusions, which maybe
completely or partially interconnected, or also totally or partially isolated (with possibly energy dissipat-
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ing channel opening mechanisms) is really promising: the effects of creation frequency band gaps already
described may be enhanced by the existence of Biot-type slow and fast waves.

6.4 Conception of sound or noise screens

Related to the subject of the previous subsection is the concept of ‘noise screen’ to be designed by exploiting
the peculiarities of metamaterials.

Screens are usually bodies to be modeled by means of bidimensional continua. The theoretical analysis of
bi-dimensional continua endowed with micro-structure has recently found a great impulse. We refer to the
papers [152, 153, 154] for interesting mathematical results in the subject of Cosserat shells and to [87, 88, 89]
for interesting results about micro-structured shells in which phase transition may occur.

These shells may be designed to carry a mass and be endowed with suitable properties in order to stop
noise: some investigations generalizing those presented in [175, 174, 163, 132, 133, 61] seem ready to give
interesting results. The idea is again that of ‘trapping’ vibration energy in the internal degrees of freedom of
the system, which this time are those of considered micro-structured shells.

Another class of phenomena which needs to be considered are those occurring in microstructured shells in
presence of pre-stresses (see e.g. [7, 8, 10, 12]) or those involving shells with phase transitions [85, 86, 87, 161].

The comparative analysis performed in [163] implies that the interfacial mechanical properties may have
very interesting and effective effects on wave transmission and reflection: therefore one should expect that
pre-stressed shells, possibly able to undergo phase transitions, may act as very efficient noise screens in a
wide range of frequencies and amplitudes.

Also exploitable can be those dissipative contact phenomena involving impact (see e.g. [53, 16]) or those
phenomena related to so called energetic boundaries (see e.g. [189, 9, 11, 190, 191, 139]).

A research investigation to be performed in close future involves the formulation of a boundary value
problem for micro-structured three-dimensional continua involving boundaries which are endowed with one
or more than one of the aforementioned surfacial micro-structures. The structure of these boundary conditions
may induce:

◦ a time delay in the release of energy which is arriving at the interface;

◦ a dissipation concentrated at the interface;

◦ a considerable increase of reflected energy, also with time delays;

◦ a surface trapping of incident energy with its release in different forms (which could have non-parasitic
uses);

◦ the formation of surface waves, involving surface displacement, surface thickness variation, or more
generally surface micro-structural oscillations.

Shells are surfaces always constituted by the same material particles while the involved phenomena are occur-
ring. The difficulties dramatically increase when interfaces endowed with material properties but constituted
by different material particles (see [58, 59, 55]) are involved.

Actually materials which may undergo phase transition, in presence of mechanical vibrations, may exhibit
the onset of internal boundary layers ([105, 213, 161]) whose localization is not known a priori: the free moving
boundary problems which may arise are also very difficult to be solved, but may produce another effective
method for controlling the energy transfer in metamaterials.
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6.5 Towards the design of new piezoelectromechanical transducers

Up to now piezoelectric transduction were based on the principle of transforming every kind of deformation
into a suitable elongation and therefore to use, for actuation, PETs which respond electrically to elongations.
This concept has been really successful for designing bending transducers, i.e. transducers which produce
an electric signal when the structural member to which are mechanically connected is bent, or viceversa
transducers which apply bending couples when subjected to a suitable electric signal.

Bimorph transducers configuration allows for the transformation of bending into elongation and therefore
the configuration in which elongating PETs allow for a bending actuation.

When dealing with shear deformation this concept cannot be easily adapted.
In the papers [62, 66] a problem of piezoelasticity is solved which seems to allow for the concept of a

truly shearble PET. In the cited papers an Almansi-type problem in piezoelasticity is solved, by assigning
on the mantle of a Saint-Venant cylinder a polynomial (with respect to the abscissa along a directrix of the
cylinder) electrical potential and by calculating the corresponding imposed shear deformation.

6.6 Design of metamaterials self-limiting and self-detecting damage effects

Damage in materials is always considered as a negative by-product of motion or external actions.
It has been discussed how this apparently always negative effect may be used to obtained some positive

microscopically driven damping effects, at least until the progress of damage does not cause a permanent
structural failure.

Healing is that process which occurs in living tissues to repair the effects of the progress of damage.
A great scientific and technological challenge is the conception of self-healing materials. More modestly

one could imagine systems which are able to self-limit the effects of damage and to continue to be effective
also in presence of serious damage effects.

To this category surely belong the already described piezoelectromechanical systems.
Indeed in an initial stage of crack formation in their mechanical part piezoelectromechanical structures may

continue to resist to external loads if the transduction system is efficient enough to allow for the transformation
of mechanical energy into its electrical counterpart.

It needs to be investigated the range of validity of aforementioned statement. In particular it has to be
assessed

◦ when the extension of mechanical damage actually reduces the whole system to failure

◦ which degree of damage in the transduction system does not affect an effective transduction

◦ when the damage in the electrical part of the whole wave-guide renders useless the piezoelectromechan-
ical transduction.

However the coupled electric and mechanical systems have a peculiarity which needs to be further explored:
indeed it is possible to exploit the efficiency and sensitivity of electronic circuits to assess, with periodic
electrically driven checks or even in presence of measured malfunctioning of the electric wave-guide, the
eventual damage progress in the system.

Actually one can easily design a system of signaling and collection of signals in the electric network
whose anomalies, when suitably compared with a series of results of numerical simulations, may allow for a
self-detection of damage.

This concept could have a great impact in a large class of structural systems.
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